
CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

4.1) Analysis

Keeping room temperature on comfort temperature can support the lecture

activity.  This  project  will  find  analyze  about  the  relation  between  the  room

temperature and the number of people inside the laboratory room. This project

will use the Arduino UNO for the microcontroller to measure the temperature and

counting people in and out. It will use several sensors and devices. There are two

E18-D80NK infrared sensors (count people in and out),  one DHT22 temperature

sensor (measure temperature and humidity), and one ESP8266 (send the data to

the server using the internet access). All the data will be stored in the MySQL

server and it will be displayed on the Android application. Data displayed on the

Android  application  will  be refreshed every  12.5 seconds.  All  data  transfer  is

using MQTT protocol and will be handled with MQTT client script. 

Infrared  sensor  has  two  components,  there  are  the  infrared  Led  as

transmitter and receiver. When there is no object in front of the sensor the value of

the Infrared sensor will be 1 because the infrared light does not reach the receiver.

When there is an object in front of the infrared sensor the IR light will reach the

receiver,  so  the  sensor  value  will  be  0.  So  from changes  of  the  sensors,  the
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Illustration 4.1: how infrared sensor work
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program can read if the people in and out. Then, the program can count people

inside the laboratory.

MQTT is the lightweight protocol that popular in the internet of things and

embedded system because it just needs the small resources than the other protocol

like HTTP. MQTT Protocol needs two attributes,  there are topic and message.

Topic  identify  a  place  of  the  message.  From illustrator  4.2,  client  one  is  the

publisher, to publish the data and client two are the subscriber. Every client can

subscribe  to  the  same  topic  and  the  same  server  as  long  the  client  has  the

username and password to subscribe into MQTT Server. 

Illustration 4.2: How MQTT Works
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4.2) Design

The Arduino placed on the red logo to get the power from the power outlet

and in that place are the middle between the temperature sensor and the infrared

sensors, the infrared sensors are placed in the side of door, so people that go in

and go out from that door can be counted by the sensor, and then the DHT22

sensor  placed  in  the  grey  logo,  temperature  sensor  is  used  to  get  the  room

temperature.  Other components are placed in the box with the main controller

Arduino in the red logo. In the box there are the ESP8266 as the wifi module, two

LEDs (red and orange) to indicate the state of the Arduino. The red led indicates

that the Arduino cannot connect to wifi or MQTT server. The orange led indicates

the program is running well and still working. 

Illustration 4.3: sketch place in the laboratory
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From illustration 4.4, there is the use case of the embedded system, all the data is

parsing from the Arduino UNO to the ruby MQTT client, in the Arduino UNO all

the topic and the message is published, there are,

Table 4.1: Topic table in arduino

Topic Example Message Function

project/simpanlogdata 12@68
12 is the temperature
68 is the humidity

DHT22 will get the 
temperature value and 
arduino will publish the
data to MQTT Broker 
(every 1 minute)

project/simpanlogorang 'keluar' or 'masuk' Arduino publishes the 
data to MQTT Broker

project/sendandroid 12@68
12 is the temperature
68 is the humidity

DHT22 Sensor 
measures the 
temperature and 
arduino publishes data 
to MQTT broker

Illustration 4.4: Use Case

mailto:12@68
mailto:12@68
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MQTThandler.rb is the program with Ruby language. It will subscribe and get all

the data and process all the data from Arduino. There is the topic that used on

MQTThandler.rb.

Table 4.2: Topic table in MQTThandler.rb

Topic Example Message Function

project/simpanlogdata 12@68
12 is the temperature
68 is the humidity

To save temperature, and 
number of people data to 
MySQL Server

project/simpanlogorang 'keluar' or 'masuk' To Save data to database 
state every people in and 
out

project/sendandroid 12@68
12 is the temperature
68 is the humidity

Get the temperature value 
and count people in and 
people out from the 
database and send all the 
data to android 
application via MQTT

In the Android application should subscribe in some topic to get the data,

start from the temperature, humidity, and the number of people, Table 4.3 is the

table that gives information about all topic that subscribed on android application.

Table 4.3: Topic Table in Andoird Application

Topic Example Message Function

Project/temp1 27 Get  the  temperature  data
and set  it  to  textview on
adnroid

Project/temp1 65 Get the humidity data and
set  it  to  textview  on
android

Project/jumlahorang 12 Get the number of people
data and set it to textview
on android

All the topic and the messages if published and subscribed from and to the MQTT

server, of course with all the authentication.

mailto:12@68
mailto:12@68
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The Flowchart  that  used for count  people in  and out,  at  the beginning

make sure that the all  the arduino is connected to wifi and the MQTT broker,

because all the data will use internet and the MQTT protocol, and then every there

are people in and out, the program and arduino will analyze it, is the movement

are people in, people out, or the invalid movement. After the arduino get the data,

it will published to MQTT broker with “project/simpanlogorang” as the topic

and “keluar” or “masuk” as the message. 

Illustration 4.5: Arduino 1
People In and Out
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Illustration 4.6 is the flowchart that used for publishing data from arduino

to MQTT server  and it  will  run every  1 minute.  before  it  publishes  data,  the

arduino need to  connect  to  internet  via  ESP8266 wifi  module  and connect  to

MQTT broker as the client, so the arduino can make a publish request to MQTT

server

Illustration 4.6: Arduino
1 Publish log data
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Illustration 4.7 is the flowchart that will work every 12.5 seconds. All data

will published to “project/sendandroid” topic in the MQTT server. The frequency

sending data  is  12.5 second because it  will  use for  making an update data  in

Android. It means that the data in the android application will change every 12.5

seconds.

Illustration 4.7: Arduino
Publish data 12.5

Seconds
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Illustration 4.8 is the flowchart of the MQTThandler.rb that will handle all

the published data from Arduino; this MQTThandler.rb need MySQL connection

and  the  MQTT  broker  before  it  does  the  job.  After  that,  all  topic  will  be

subscribed  in  the  program.  Every  program  gets  the  topic

“project/simpanlogorang”. It means that the program needs to input the data to the

table  (log_orangmasuk).  When  it  gets  the  topic  “project/sendandroid”.

MQTThandler.rb  needs  to  count  people  inside  the  laboratory  using  the  table

(log_orangmasuk) and publish the data to “project/temp1”, “project/humid1”, and

Illustration 4.8: Flowchart Ruby MQTT Client
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“project/jumlahorang.”.  When  MQTThandler.rb  gets  the  message  from

“project/simpanlogdata”.  it  means that the data from Arduino need to saved in

MySQL server.

Illustration  4.9  is  the  flowchart  how  monitoring  data  via  Android  application

work. Before the program working, it needs grant the internet access, and import

the MQTT paho library. It will  make an android application can communicate

with  MQTT  broker.  After  that,  the  android  programs  need  to  subscribe  to

Illustration 4.9: Flowchart
Monitoring via Android

Application
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“project/temp1”,  “project/humid1”,  “project/jumlahorang”.  It  will  get  the  data

every 12.5 seconds. In 12.5 seconds the data will be updated with the new data

from the Arduino system.

The arduino used 10 Pins for this project, there are:

1) DIGITAL PIN 2 – Pin for TX ESP8266

2) DIGITAL PIN 3 - Pin for RX ESP8266

3) DIGITAL PIN 4 – Digital pin for infrared sensor (1)

4) DIGITAL PIN 5 – Digital pin for infrared sensor (2)

5) DIGITAL PIN 6 – Digital pin for infrared sensor

6) DIGITAL PIN 8 – Digital pin for led indicator

7) DIGITAL PIN 9 – Digital pin for led indicator

8) VCC -  (+5V)  

9) GND – Ground (+0v)

Illustration 4.10: Arduino Schema
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